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About This Content

The SD40-2 High Nose is a classic US diesel locomotive for Train Simulator, and a great add-on for fans of the Norfolk
Southern Railroad.

The SD40-2 first rolled on the rails in 1972 and its 3,000 horsepower engine and hauling ability soon made it a popular choice
for railroads across the US. The High Nose is one of many variations based on the original design which were created to suit the
requirements of different operators, such as Norfolk Southern. The Norfolk Southern Railroad is a major Class 1 railroad in the
United States, with 21,500 route miles in 22 eastern states, the District of Columbia and the province of Ontario, Canada. The
most common commodity hauled on the railroad is coal from mines across several states. The railroad also offers an extensive

intermodal network in eastern North America.

The "high nosed" variant of the SD40-2 is so called due to the full-height hood in front of the cab area, whereas other SD40-2s
usually have a low hood with windshields above.

Includes

SD40-2 High Nose in Norfolk Southern livery

2 Bay Ballast Hopper
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Auto Parts Box Car

Low Sided Gondola
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Title: Train Simulator: Norfolk Southern SD40-2 High Nose Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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The goat controls perfectly, the beats are fresh, the supporting characters are well developed, and the puzzles are plentiful.

Goat Murder Simulator 2 gets the Regulus Hickory 3000 Goat Carcass award for Most Creative Way to Kill a Goat.. Too bad!!
This game totally can't run right now. It has many bugs in new pc, in win7 and no one want to fix it. It should have a patch.. Best
rage game I have ever played make more levels definitely hood work developers keep going. Brain out a more difficult on and
make a mode to go head to head online. About this game:

From my experience the game is pure best and finest, bugs make fun too, but people use exploits/bugs to cheat death and win.
Other side of the game is its variety of weapons and maps

Conclusion: If you have 5€ its a must to buy if you are looking forwards of the most fun and hard type playstyle game.

(P.S my dad eats my♥♥♥♥♥ :^). Meep?. Good game give it a try.. I like it =)

Characters are cute, gameplay is smooth
I find it abit hard.

Basically its a smaller Binding of Isaac, worth checking out though.. Love Motorstorm and Sega Rally?

This might be the game for you.

Arcade racing with Sega Rally style controls on beautiful tracks. A great arcade racer that may not provide maximum value at
full price but if you have the chance to pick it up cheap, give it a go.

You will love it.. Dont mind any negative comments. This game is one of the best if not the best platformer ever made. If you
want nostalgia then buy it and if you want an amazing game with challenging gameplay and fun platforming then buy it. Its
definetly worth the money and time you are spending. Other companies need to take some notes from N. Sane Trilogy before
they release a remastered game. To me , they knocked it out of the park with this game.
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Definitely not worth the \u20ac10,=. You get barely anything and the things you do get are probably better off used in parallax
mapping.. made me♥♥♥♥♥in 10 seconds. Good game. Lacking a few things the fact that Fev signed Marginet at the start of
the season and he is not in the squad yet leigh signed Pala last week and he is in theirs, also Andy Bostock is a centre and has
played prop for the last 2 years. #SquadUpdatePlease. Apart from that i think its a really good game much better than the 2013
version.. Excellent relaxing puzzle game that isn't too hard. Great for an hour or two diversion with a cup of coffee.. The
"Classic" is neat (start to something special) - great idea and atmosphere (the setting, humor, classical music, presentation, etc).
The "Enhanced" takes it from novelty to legitimate tactical/execution fun.

The new mechanics offer the necessary depth and balance (the always available charge-up hammer, daze states, launching lance,
lance breaks, lance spawns and rocket reverse).

Chaaarge!. It is a decent adventure game. Good for passing the time.
The puzzles are either easy, or... odd, but this fits well with the main character, who is an inventor. Using items in a 'non-
standard' way. So sometimes the puzzles can get a bit frustrating, but not too much. The story is ok.
I recommend this game only if you like adventure games and look for something decent to pass the time, and if it goes below
$10 usd. even today (Oct 2013), I still think this is one of the most realistic racing games and my go-to for a racing fix.. Great
game.. Don't play this game if you are depressed or have angry issues 'cause it'll make you kill yourself, and I mean it,
I'm not joking, I do have 100% achievement btw.
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